1. Erosion Control Notes:
   SHALL BE THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE GRADING PERMITEE.

2. Erosion/ Sediment Control for the Construction Area
   FAILURE TO PROVIDE AND MAINTAIN ADEQUATE DRAINAGE AND
   CAUSED BY THE CONTRACTOR'S OR PROPERTY OWNER'S
   TO ADJACENT PROPERTY AND/OR THE CONSTRUCTION SITE
   MAINTAINED AT ALL TIMES DURING CONSTRUCTION. DAMAGES
   MEASURES, BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES, AND/OR OTHER
   COUNTY STORMWATER MANAGEMENT MANUAL, VOLUME 2,
   PROJECT.

3. Prevention Controls Throughout the Life of the
   CONTRACTOR IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE INSTALLATION
   OF CONSTRUCTION.

4. Over the Seeded Areas.
   MULCH WITH STRAW AT A RATE OF 100 LBS./1000 S.F.
   STABILIZATION DURING THE WINTER SEASON.
   WINTER RYE OR OTHER APPROPRIATE MIXTURE TO ASSURE
   MONTHS, SEED MIXTURE SHALL BE SUPPLEMENTED WITH A
   NITROGEN.

5. Release Starter Fertilizer with 1 LBS./1000 S.F.
   Seeded Areas Shall Be Drought Tolerant, Hybrid
   PERMANENT SEEDING SHALL BE DROUGHT TOLERANT, HYBRID
   ARE COMPLETED AND ALL CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS WILL
   APPLY PERMANENT SEEDING WHENEVER GRADING OPERATIONS
   GRADING OF EXPOSED SURFACES IS TO BE COMPLETED WITHIN
   ARE TEMPORARILY HALTED FOR OVER 14 DAYS AND FINAL
   APPLY TEMPORARY SEEDING WHENEVER GRADING OPERATIONS

6. Runoff From Disturbed Areas to the Temporary
   Sediment Trap(s).

7. Install Temporary Sediment Trap(s) Where Shown or As
   Appropriate. Construct and Maintain in
   accordance with the requirements of TDEC'S Erosion &
   Sediment Control Handbook. Muddy Water Collected in
   Accordance With the Requirements of TDEC'S Erosion &

8. Install Temporary Diversion Berms or Diversion
   Activities as Needed.

9. Construct and Maintain in
   accordance with the requirements of TDEC'S Erosion &
   Sediment Control Handbook and TDEC's Construction
   Erosion & Sedimentation Devices Shall Be Installed and

10. Devices Shown on
    the Devices Shown on
    Activity Permit Requirements. The Devices Shown on
    Scope No. 1:

11. Miscellaneus
    Scopes

12. Football
    Stadium - East

13. Football 
    Stadium - East

14. New Football
    Stadium - East

15. Tennessee State University

16. Mccartycarl
    & Interio
    mmh

17. Football
    Stadium - East

18. Tennessee State University

19. McCar ty
    Interi o

20. Football
    Stadium - East

21. Tennessee State University